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This is the seventh· occasion on which. I have had the privilege of ap•
pearing before this Council to discuss the war~ o! the International Bank,

I always look .f'orward to this opportunity to exchange views with you on
the activities and policies of the Bank and on some of the more important

problems of development with which we are all so deeply concerned,
Our Annual Report for the fiscal 7ear which ended last June, and a sup•
plementary report which covers our activities through January or this year.,
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have been circulated to you.

I shall not attempt to discuss this morning the

whole range o! activities described in those reports; instead., I should like
to concentrate on what seem to me to be the important or particularly inter~
csting developments in our activities during the period under neview.
In the past fiscal year the Bank loaned

purposes., a record figure.
$:!...~.7 million.

~410 million for development

Since t.~en we have made 17 more loa.n:3 totaling

These loans represent a substantial extension in the geograpb•

ical scope of our ope:rations, since we lent for projecta in seven countries
or territories in which we had not been active before •• Algeria, Ceylon• East
Africa, Guatemala, Honduras and Lebanon~

As of today., our loans number

141

and amount to almost $2•1/2 billion; they have helped to finance projects in

,.-:..

-!'~
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41 member countries or territories.
Our largest loan in 1955 was one of j70 million in support of~ broad
program for the development of Southern Italy, a program whose total cost is
estimated at the equivalent of $2 billion.

Though very large in scale, the

program has been ably planned and is being intelligently and vigor ouely exe•
cuted; as a result., it has captured the imagination and support of the
Italian people.

The Bank had previo.u sly made two ~10 million loans fOl'

the project and this year's il1creased financing is evidence that the opera•
tion is now in full stride.

This particular loan stands out from the

usual run of Bank financing., I t.."'iin.1.t., because of the deep impact which the
program promises to have upon the whole economy of an important member
country.

There are, I might add., two Qther ver-J sizeable projects before

us which may have somewhat the same .far-reaching effect upon the course of
development of the countries concerned; I refer to the High Aswan Dam project in Egypt and the Kariba pcwer scheme in Rhodesia.
The past ye~ has also been marked by substantial activity in the Bank's
technical assistance program.

The reports of two general survey missions

were published., on Malaya and Syria; a third such report on Jordan i~ nearing
co~letion.

.Among other activities, we gave Iran assistance in recruiting

technical staff for its Plan Organization., helped F.cuador to establish a
Board of Planning and Economic Coordination, sent several advisory missions to
Colombia, and a:;;sist'3d He:xico to carry out a fuJ.J.-scale study of its electric
power requirement;:i .

At the request of the Italian government., a mission has

now gone from the Bank to Italian Somaliland., and we hope that i ts report will
be of value in future deliber.tions of the Trusteeship Council concerning
t...'1at territory.
We have continued to participate actively in the series of discussions
on the use of the waters of the Indus Basin which have been taking place in

-3Washington, under the auspices of the Bank, between delegations from the
Indian and Pakistan goverpmen~ ,

These important negotiations are still

going on and I am hope.f1,1l that they wi:l have a favorable outcome;

they

have already resulted in two interim agreements between the governnents
covering the last two crop seasons ~

We also have missions at present in

both India and Pal:istan making extensive enquiries into the development
plans of those countries .

The newest development in the Bank's technical assistance work has
been the establishment, with financial assistance .from the Ford and
Rockefeller Foundations , of our Economic Development Institute, which
bega."l its first, course in Washington in January of this year .

Success-

ful economic development in any count?"".r is obviously dependent in very- ·
large measure_on the ability of responsible senior officials to adopt the
right economic policies and to ey_ecute development programs efficiently.
Such sldlls are not plenti;f'ul in underdeveloped areas and it is vitally
important that this shortage be overcome as rapi~ly as possible.

It is the

purpose of the new Institute to help achieve this objective by providing each
year a concentrated course of study on development probl8I11$ for selected key
officials from our member countries .

In t.~ first course l4 such officials

have participated and I beli~ve they are learning a great deal from each
other and from the

many

distinguished persons from government, business and

the academic world who have led se."llinara at the Ina ti tute or given lectures
on subjects of special interest.

Although the facilities of the Institute

can be made available only to a relatively small number of participants each
year, I feel confident that the effects of its work will, over the years, be
of substantial and cumulative significance.
Turning now to the finances of tbe Bank, I
continue in good order •

;,im

glad to report that they

Repayments of prinQipal an(l interest have been made

·4·
without interruption, and the resertes of the Bank now t otal nearly $~16

million, including av-er ~70 million in the Spec:J.al Reser ve.
We have enjoyed growing support from the private investment market. in
the pa.st year, with f inancial institutions showing increasing interest not only
in purchasing pottions of 1oans from o~ por~olio but also in participating

directly in out loans at the time

-'jhey

are made.

We have, in fact, had parti•

cipatior.s by' one or more banks in 27 of the 37 loans made since the middle of

l954, to a total of $40 millicn, all witho~t our guarantee.

E:quall.y" encoura..

ging has been the tendency for both part::.cipations a.'ld portfolio sales to in•

volve longer maturities.

I want to invite attention, too, to the extent to

which new funds have been provided for the Bank ' s operations by non... dollar
countries.

In the calendar year

195>

over fifty per cent of the Bank ' s

portfolio sales were placed outside the dollar area.

While there was no issue

of Bank bonds on the American r.iarket during the year, we floated issues in
Holland, Switzerland and. Canada, totaling the equivalent of $37 million.

All

of these issues, I am happy to say, were successful.
There have been many indications recently of an awakening interest on the
part of private capital in overseas investment.

The past year, for e7..arnple,

has seen the creation of several new private foreign investment institutions,
which have the backipg of experienced banking houses from several countries.
And while the actual flow of new overseas private investment has not yet

greatly accelerated, I discern encouraging signs that previo1.15ly hesitant
L~vestors are now adopting a more affirmative attitude ,

I consider these signs auspic~ tor the Bank's new affiliate, the
International Finance Co:rporation, whi~h I expect will come into oeing within
the next few months.

The Bank has supported the IFC proposal since it was

first put .forward five year~ ago in the belief that an international agency
able to finance p~ivate enterp~iae~ ~thout a govei-nment g~antee and to

-ssupply venture as well as loan capital wo1Jl.d be able to do much to st imulate inci-eased prod•1ctive investrtent in the priv.s.te sector.

The charter of

the new Corporation requires a minirnl.ll11 membership of JO countries, whose
C$pital subs~iptions total at least $75 million, be.fore it can come into

being;

as of

n0v1,

19 countries, whose subscriptions a6gregate over

millio~, have completed the necessary formalities.

iS7

The amount of capital

at IFC's disposal will not be large in relation to the world's needs for the
type of financi:qg w!ti.ch it will provide.

But lFC will always be investing

in partnership with private capital and it will seek to revolve its own

funds a~ rapidly as possible by selling its investi~ents to private inter~sts
whenever it can do so at a reasonable price.
IFC1 despite its relatively modest capital,

ln this manner, we hope that
may

stantial ·flow of investment trom other sources.

be able to generate a sub-.
Detailed plans for the

organization and ataffirig of IFC are oeing p~epared by the staff of the Bank
and

.I anticipate, therefore, that the new Corporat.1.on will be

:1.p

a poeition

to consider investment proposals quite promptly after it comes into existence.
II.

Let me turn now from this review o! the Bank ' s own activities to a consideration of some broader issues.

In all long- term endeavors .._ and our common labors to promote economic
development are no exception ..- it is useful at intervals to stand awa:y from
the problems upon wh,ich we have been concentrat:i.ng, to look back on the path
along which we have come and to e~.in.e afresh the direction and pace of our

progress.

Today's debate, coming ae the Bank is about to complete its first

ten years of operations, seems to me an appropriate occasion tor just such a
t ald.ng of our bearings.

When the Bank opened its door-s for business in June 1946, the economic
situation in the world .... and

lam talking today of that part

0£ the world

-6represented by the Bank I s SB member coimtries -- was dark indeed.

Pro-

ductive facilities throughout Western Europe and in parts of Asia had been
devastated to art extent \lllparalleled in previous experience.

Normal trade

patterns had been seriously disrupted; governmental and industrial organizations had not yet recovered from wartime dislocations;
there was a pervasive mood ot spiritual exhaustion.

and in many countries

Even among those nations

which had escaped the direct ravages of uar, ma.r,y uere suffering f'rom the
cumulative effects of undermaintenance and underinvesunent and from the distortions in their economies which resulted from the material shortages and
inflationary pressures of the war period.
Complicating the situation, too, then and since, have been political
problems of no mean magnitude.

I refer not just to international tensions,

serious as these have been and causing as they have a substantial diversion of resources from productive to nd.litary purposes.

I refer also to

the need for establishing wholly new administrative mechanisms in areas just

emerging from colonial rule and in ma.ny cases suffering from a grave shortage

of trained administrators.
I recall these facts to you now because the change in the world picture
which has occurred in the last decade is so drastic, so dramatic in nature
and extent, that we are apt to forget the difficulties which a few short
years ago loomed so large and threatening.
What does the record show?

In just three or fo'lll" years., from 1946 to

1949, productive capacity in most of the world regained its prewar level.
By

1949, industrial output, in Western Europe had caught up with the prewar

peak year of 1937, and agriculture in all major regions of the world was about
·to reach t.he

19.34/38 level of production.

Tb.is was an impressive achievement.

It confounded the prophets of gloom

vho h<'.1. freely predicted that Europe had lost its vitality and was in a period
of con~ir.ui..~g eecline.

And

!t proved the foresight of those leaders on both

-1sides of the Atlantic who were convinced that, given the substantial support
of American aid through the Marshall Plan, Europe could again assU'lle a position
of economic strength in a competitive world econOII\V•
One might have e~ected that at thi5 point, when ~e work 0£ r~construc~
tion was l argely done, there would have been a levelling off ot the pace or.
expansion and that the rate of growth would revert to prewar leveJ,.s.

But

in fact, nothing of the kind occurred; every set of figure~ which we have been
able to compile tells the story of an economic advance since 1949 almost
without parallel in modern history.

Take, for example, the case of industry.
1948/49, world manufacturing output

In the period from 1913 to

grew by lees than 2-l/2% per annum; since

then, it has grown at the extraordinary rate of over 6% per ye~.

It is a

striking fact that, by the end of 1955, the world ' s manufacturing output was
almost twice as high as prewar.
Interestingly enough, there has al~o been a sharp increase in food pro•
duction.

From 1913 to 1948/49, the av-erage growth was just over 1% per year;

since then, thanks largely to increased productivity, the annual increase has
been 2-1/2%, or more than twice as much.
We have checked these aggregate figures by taking other indicators ot

growth-~ energy supply, steel output, gra,tn production, gross national product -- and they all support the conclusion that commodity output in the world
as a whole has grown at a faster rate, both since the war and since 1949,
than in any otller comparable period.

lndeed, in spite of substantial differ•

ences from country to country, and with a few notable exceptio~, the postwar
rate of growth in almost every country tor which records are available has been
above its past long...term growth rate.
These production increases have been accompanie~
pansion of international traqe,

l>y

a corresponding ex~

Since 1948/49, despite the absence of full

conve~tibility of currencies, despite trade bal'riers, the volume of world

•

-8trade has been growing at the unprecedented rate of 6% per year -- a rate
substantially above the long-term growth trend of the past century.
There is not time today to analyze all the many factors which·have contributed to this remarkable progress.

Certainly a large role was played by

the high level of investment,. both pubJ.ic and private, which in tw;-n brought

abo"Q.t striking improvements in productivity.

A large role, too, was played

by the maintenance, in most countries through most of the postwar period, of

economic and financial policies conducive to full employment.

And while

there have been undesirable artificial stimuli in some count.ties and during
some parts of the period -- inflation and the Korean war are the examples
which come most readily to mind -- the relative ease with which readjustments
have generally taken place as and when these temporary stimuli were removed
has been most encouraging.
The global figures whl.ch I have cited conceal, of course, substantial
regional and national differences in the rate of advance.

Yet it is worth

noting that, contrary to popular belief, the greatest advances have not always
been achieved by those countries already furthest advanced.

The rate of

growth in Latin America since the war, for example, has been faster than in
Europe, and faster in Europe than in the United States .

Thanks

in part to

favorable changes 1n· t.1ie terms of trade, the Latin American countries as a
group have increased their gross national prod~ct by something like 5~1/2%
:per annum~ compared nth roughly

5% in Europe

and

4% in the United States.

I have been unable to obtsun comparable data for Asia; but we do know that the

rate of investment has graclually been rising in India, and the same is probably
also true of Pakistan.

Certainly all of us familiar with developments in

Southeast Asia and the Middle East can bear witness, with

Ol'

without supporting

statistics, that the rate of :,.nvestment activity and the resultant output are,
broadly speaking, nighe:- than those areas ba.ve known during our lifetime.

-9I .do not wish what I have said to give a false impression.

The post-

war rate of growth, however encouraging in itself, is certainly no cause £or
complacency.

ln the first place, due to population increases, . the rate of

growth in per capita incomes has been far lower than the rate of increase in
national income.

And even more important., despite the postwar growt;l., the

absolute siie of the national income in large parts of the world is still
abysm.slly low.
Yet it remains true that we have been living through a period of very
rapid eJ<l)ansion and most of the elements of strength which have characterized
the past few years appear to ~ve been long...t erm and not temporary factors .
As a conservative banker., I would be the last to suggest that we should
proceed on the assumption that the postwar rate of growth will necessarily
continue unabated.

To the contrary., caution requires that in ma.ld.ng our long-

term pla!U3., we take into acco'Uilt the possibility- that growth may be interrupted
somewhat more frequently and more disturbingly than has been the case since the
war .

Nonetheless, given f reedo~ from any major hostilities and reasonable

adherence to the kind of policies I snall mention l ater., the prospect appears to
be that we may go on enjoying a high rate of increase in production., income and
trade.

Forecasting future economic growth is always chancy business.

Bank, as a lending agency making loans of 15', 20 and

25

Yet the

years ' duration., is

necessarily committed to the fut-ure in many parts of the world and we are
committing ourselves more deepl y every year.

ln undertaking those coll1'Tlitments,

we must make assumptions as to the l ikely trend ot economic developments and
among the assumptions we do make are the followiris, taking as given that there
will be no major war:

(1) So tar as concerns the United States and Western Europe, the pro.,.
spect appears to be for continued :;iubstantial increase~ in produetinty and
for continued high deJT'.and.

It, to be conservative., one applies a substantial

,
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discount to the postwar rate of expansion, it is still difficult to foresee
an over- all growth rate of less than 3 - J-l/2% per year, and it may well
'

be higher.

Even taking the lower .figure, this would mean roughly a doubling

of the national income of the United States and Western Europe in just over
20 years .

(2)

Continued economic e:q>ansion ln the industrialized countries should,

of course, provide a continued high demand for the raw materials and agricul..
tural products exported by the underdeveloped countries.

So far as concerns

Latin America, this is likely to be of particular benefit to the metalproduci."'lg countries.

Growth in Latin America 1s income from agricultural pro-

duction is likely to be lower in the years ahead than in those just past because
the highly favorable postwar movements in the t erms of trade for agricultural
products are not apt to be repeat~dJ the countries producing coffee and wheat,
for exanple, may well have some difficult problems of readjustment.

On the

other hand, the potentialities .for further industrial expansion in. the area
seem very substantial and the real.izat;i.on of these potentialities should be
aided by the growing trend on the part of the Latin American countries to
adopt realistic exchange policies.

On the whole, therefore, the prospect in

Latin America is for an over..all rate of growth whi.ch, al though somewhat lower
than since 1946, will still possibly remain higher than that of the United States
and Europe.

(3) The prospects in Asia and the Middle East are more difficult to
as~ess.

Past experience gives us reason to believe, however, that those

countries whose governments are plU!lhing development in an orderly fashion and
with continuity of purpose are lj.kely to maintain a rapid rate of growt..l-i.

India and Japan are cases in point.
reach the target of a

Even if India should not be able to

4•1/2 - 5% annual increase

:f,.n

total production set in

the second Five Year Plan, theTe is little doubt that it will at least realize
an e:xpansion of natio~ income at a highEQ." rate than heretofore and

-usubstantially greater than the rise in population.

Many

o! the other Asian

countries have also taken important steps to organize themselves !o~ a
systematic and sustained development effort, the etfects of which should be
considerable in the next decade or two.

The oil-producing count.Ties o! the

Middle East are, of course, in a good financial position to advance their
development programs at a faster pace than during the past ten years , and
in the other countries of the Middle East, too, there appears to be a greater

a.."'ld more vigorous push than before to expand prod1,1Ctive output.

As I have

alread.y indicated, the prospects for different countries vary greatly -illlportant producers of wheat and cotton, for example, may suffer more in the
future than they have up to now,._ but over-all our illlpression is that the
economies of Asia and the Middle East wil,.l grow more rapidly than in the past,
al though as a group they are not likely soon to reach the rate of growth of

the industrial world.
(4)

Time

does not permit me to undert~e any comparable discussion of

other important areas comprehended within the Bank's membership, such as
Africa, but I do want to state that, in our opinion, the rate of expa:i.sion in
Africa ie likely to be at least as high as it has been since the war, and for
most Africa.."l countries probably noticeably higher.
The pictm-e I have drawn is , I lmow., one of dynamic growth;

but in

assessing trends we have taken, as the Bank necessarily must, a conservative
7;.t_'3\f

of the factors which in our opinion are likely to be operative.

Indeed,

lf I were to venture a personal opinion as to the l ikely shape of things to

come, rather than describing the assumptions made by the Bank as the basis
for its long-term decisions, I might well be even more optimi~tic.
III.

Wh~t, then, is the significance of all this tor the economic develop•
men.t P-ffort as a whole and for the operations of the Bank in particular? The
importaut t.hing is ., I think, that the underdevelopa~ cot:.."ltri.~~, :::i.s a group, in

..12•

..

planning their development activities, should be .able to look forward with
confidence to the support which an expanding world economy and an eJtpanding
world trade can supply.

This expansion should provide, too, a favorable

environment for the introduction . of new techniques into those underdeveloped
countries willing and able to take the necessary steps to encourage productive
investr:ient.

A."ld it should mean, in those same countries, greater scope for

Bank investment as the tempo of their economic activity increases and with it
their need for basic capital facilities.
But let me emphasize that the extent to which aey particular country is
likely to benefit from eJtpanding world output and expanding world trade will
be largely det~mined by its governmental policies.

I have in mind princi-

pally those policies which directJ.y affect the investr.lent climate and particul•
arly the climate for private irorestment, both local and foreign.
Creation of a favorable climate for private invest.ilent means maey things.
It means maintenance

ot economic and financial stability.

It means release

of in~vidual initiative by giving private citizens a greater incentive to
invest through such measures as reform of land tenure systems and comparable
changes in the social structure.

It means encouraging private enterprises to

take risks by assuring them the opportunity to earn appropriate returns over a
long period if they are successful in their operations .

It means resisting

excessive nationalistic tendencies which, however emotionally understandable
in the light of their origins, nonetheless effectively retard the inflow of
foreign capital and prevent the potential recipient country from realizing the
economic advantae:es which such investment could bring •.
I attach great importance, too,. to the willingness of the governments of
underdeveloped countries to take the long view,. to foreswear spectacular short-c,erm achievements in favor of more fundamental long-term objectives such as
~enP..·c.l education, the training of technicians at all levels, and the creation
,; a c.:iriJP9tent and effective public service.

..
•

And I would stress, f inally, the ~eat importan~~ to the-development

effort of action by the industrial nations to bring about .a further reduction

of trade barriers and to assure an adequate !low ot investment capital to
those underdeveloped countries which show themselves ready to.welcome it and
to employ it effectively.
Yes, we have made significant progre~s in the postwar decade, but much

remains to be done if we are to solve the basic problems of development satisfactorily.

Yet the progress made up to now demonstrates that those problems

are not intractable,

.f\.t the very least, :I,t justUies the e,cpectation that

continued and intensified efforte to accelerate the pace of development may in
time achieve their objective.

